
Companies and organizations, web portals, 

publishers, press and media, e-merchants... 

For over 12 years, Antidot’s software solutions 

have enhanced the value of our customers’ 

information assets and improved their 

operational performance.

Our experience has proven that in a constantly 

accelerating world, where information 

production grows exponentially, and 

companies face increasing economic, legal, 

social and environmental risks, information 

has become a strategic issue. To succeed, 

enterprises need new tools to search, access 

and enhance the value of that information, 

allowing every collaborator to carry out his 

assignments under optimal conditions.

On the Internet, visitors of your website, 

the relevant information they want about your 

business or your products. 

Knowledge sharing and access to 

relevant information must be facilitated 

for all collaborators in order to leverage 

can no longer be restricted to a handful of 

strategists or decision-makers.

“For every enterprise,  
information is a key to performance”

A strategic vision  
based on a rich experience

“Everyone  can  be  an  informed  participant  

in  the  transformation  and  improvement  

of  their  own  environment,  given  access  to  

information  that  is  accurate  and  relevant.  

The  objective  is  not  to  bury  users  under  piles  

of  data  but  to  provide  them  with  the  right  

information  at  the  right  time,  so  they  can  

understand,  decide  and  take  action.”

Fabrice  Lacroix,  Antidot  CEO

www.antidot.net

AFS@Enterprise

Whether you are in the private or public sector, you want to provide your 

while strictly enforcing security rules. AFS@Enterprise helps users search, 

sharing their research work, taking full advantage of their expertise and of 

available information.

AFS@Web : internal search engine for your website

Do you have a commercial website to promote your business, products and 

services? AFS@Web gives your Web pages and documents maximum visibi-

lity to optimize visitors’ experiences. It integrates easily with your existing CMS 

and includes a powerful, tolerant, high-relevance semantic search engine, 

customizable, innovative faceted navigation tools, qualitative and quanti-

tative statistical tools to analyze and understand your visitors’ expectations, 

and an SEO module. 

AFS@Store : “searchandizing” for e-commerce sites

The growth of Internet shopping has lead to mainstream adoption and 

and easy to use. AFS@Store, our out-of-the-box, optimized solution focused 

on e-commerce, improves the business performance of your on-line store by 

average shopping cart value.

AFS@Publishing :  helping press and media sites capitalize 

on editorial assets

In a sector experiencing radical transformations, publishers, press and media 

groups have a dual challenge: to disseminate a great deal of high-quality infor-

mation to their users in real time, while simultaneously reinventing their publishing 

processes by equipping journalists, web editors, and contributors with better 

tools. AFS@Publishing enhances their front-end Web services with a high-perfor-

mance search engine, as well as solutions for advertising insertion, query analysis 

-

zation, and cross-linking between articles, external content and data feeds. 

Business solutions
Antidot provides ready-to-use solutions for information search and access 

companies and organizations.



Each Antidot product can be independently 

ACS are designed to work in synergy, which 

multiplies their value and reduces deployment 

and operating costs.

Antidot products have received multiple 

awards, and AFS is considered as an industry 

leader for its relevance, performance and 

functional coverage. 

These components stand out for their ability 

to adapt to extremely diverse requirements, 

to the extent that each client operates a truly 

customized solution.
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A coordinated product line
Our product line has three major components, each addressing a major functional domain:

Antidot Finder Suite

search engine to drive rich 

applications that allow rapid access 

relevant information. 

AFS is a next generation semantic 

search engine that includes cutting 

edge features for quick and easy 

access to information: error-tolerant 

auto completion during user input, live 

search, support for thesauri and 

multiple languages, dynamic markup 

of result feed, result clustering, etc. 

AFS is the ideal platform to support 

your “search based applications” while 

saving development time and money.

Antidot Information Factory

integrated development environment to 

adding value. 

AIF collects data from all your enterprise 

data silos, adds value and publishes 

enriched, contextualized information. 

Using Semantic Web technologies, AIF 

transforms raw data into information 

ready to be used by your information 

system, shared with your partners, or 

made available on the web in a Linked 

Open perspective.

Thanks to this fundamental processing 

enhancing data quality, AIF and AFS 

results in their own context.

Antidot Collaboration Services

of services to leverage shared research 

and validation of information. 

ACS enriches your information system 

and supplements the search engine 

with collaborative functions supporting 

discovery, monitoring, reorganization, 

sharing and distribution of information, 

whether internal or external to the 

organization. 

and social networks, ACS promotes 

validation and sharing of the most 

relevant information, improving your 

from users’ expertise to make them 

participants in collaborative searches.
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Strong values

The Antidot team’s strong commitment to a few 

essential values has directed the development of our 

products.

Flexibility : Antidot allows you to deploy a customized 

solution, capitalizing on the performance of our 

and the expertise of our functional consultants.

precisely  meet  your  needs.”

Commitment : functional and technical integration 

support is provided, whether the tasks take a few 

days or several months. From the simplest to the most 

complex project, Antidot has brought every one to a 

successful conclusion. 

“We  are  committed  to  work  side-by-side  with  our  

customers,  until  every  goal  of  the  project  has  been  reached”

Innovation drives performance

Antidot’s growth is based on innovation. 

In order to constantly improve our solutions and bring 

our customers the most effective innovations, we 

and development:

collaboration with laboratories. We participate 

in several technology projects supported by ANR 

Digital business cluster and the EDIT business cluster.

with our customers and in response to their requests. 

Our expertise at your service

The experience we bring to bear on your project will increase its ROI. 

Our expertise at the service of our clients and partners provides each one 

from the best practices of its business sector and the know-how of our 

expert consultants. Our project proposals seek to create value for both our 

customers and their users.

a customer using our solutions, an integrator or a consultant, our support 

services are designed to guarantee the success of your project: strategic 

and functional analysis, enrichment of information for mainstream websites, 

performance enhancement of e-commerce sites, participation in major 

Internet projects, design and deployment of information architectures.

Fexible and attractive business terms

Antidot solutions are available under SaaS conventional license, 

modules, allowing you to deploy only the features your project really needs.

Experience : With hundreds of information access and search engine 

projects already implemented, Antidot has accumulated invaluable know-

how and expertise. The diversity of our customer base (major institutional 

past experience to bear on each new project. 

“The  expertise  we  have  accumulated  on  a  wide  variety  of  projects  is  

shared  with  our  clients  and  partners”

We  had  looked  at  many  other  solutions  before  contacting  Antidot.  With  my  

marketing  orientation,  I  did  not  initially  grasp  all  of  its  advantages  and  powerful  

features.  Compared  to  certain  highly  ambitious  American  vendors,  Antidot  

stood  out  by  understanding  our  requirements  and  implementing  a  solution  

tailored  to  our  complicated  scenario.  This  product  has  a  genuine  intelligence  and  

is  surprisingly  effective.  Moreover,  the  Antidot  team  has  a  true  sense  of  client  

relations,  manifested  by  a  business  partnership  that  is  very  cordial,  trusting  and  

transparent,  rather  than  a  classic  client/supplier  relationship.  



They choose Antidot

In 12 years of doing business, Antidot has earned the trust of many customers 

our teams. 

make millions of queries. Major clients include:

About Antidot

For over 12 years, Antidot has designed 

solutions for information access and searching, 

providing organizations and individuals with 

all the information they need in order to 

understand, decide and take action: search 

engines, capture systems, data structuring 

and enrichment, information navigation tools, 

collaboration tools, monitoring tools. Antidot has 

developed a strategic vision, encompassing 

access, and driven by experience gained in a 

wide range of projects successfully completed 

with customers and partners. Founded in 1999, 

has positive revenues and posts annual growth 
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